
 

Could dragons on Westeros fly? Aeronautical
engineering and maths say they could
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Like many people, I have recently become fascinated the lives and loves
of the ruling classes of the people of Westeros, where the occasionally
charming inhabitants spend a lot of time bickering about who is in
charge. Game of Thrones is very entertaining – but don't get attached to
any of the characters, as the lifespan in their world does seem quite
variable.
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One of the many aspiring rulers – Daenerys Targaryen – spends a fair bit
of her time around and occasionally riding dragons. My background as
an aeronautical engineer got me thinking about the mythical creatures
and it struck me that in order to fly, their world must work a bit
differently compared to Earth.

It's possible to estimate the size of a dragon by comparison to Daenerys
who looks to be about 1.6m (5ft 3in) tall with a mass of around 60kg
(132lb). The dragon's body seems to be about four times as long as her,
around five times as deep, and about twice as wide, with a tail about the
same length again and about as thick as her body. Assuming the density
of dragon and woman are about the same then a fully grown dragon's
mass must be around 44 times that of Daenerys: around 2,600kg
(5,700lb).

Considering everyone in Westeros seems to move in a similar way to us
on Earth, let's assume the same gravitational pull, which puts the
dragon's weight at 26,000 Newtons (which we'll call W) at a nominal 
acceleration due to gravity of ten metres per second per second (32
ft/s/s).

If we're to understand the aerodynamics of flying dragons, we need two
more bits of information. First, the wing area. Each wing seems to have
a span roughly twice the dragon's main body length, so let's approximate
the wings as two rectangles 4m by 8m (13 by 26ft), or 64m2 (340ft),
which we'll call S.

Second, the stalling speed, or slowest that the dragon can safely fly
before it falls out of the sky. It would be reasonable to guess that dragons
take off and land at roughly their stalling speed, just as aeroplanes and
birds do. Judging by the programmes it seems that the dragon's body-
length of about 13m passes by in about three seconds, which puts the
stalling speed at about 4.3 m/s or 14 ft/s.
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http://gameofthrones.wikia.com/wiki/Daenerys_Targaryen
https://phys.org/tags/dragons/
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes172011.htm
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http://hypertextbook.com/facts/2004/WaiWingLeung.shtml
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/1DKin/Lesson-5/Acceleration-of-Gravity
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Dragon aerodynamics

As an engineer, when presented with any problem I usually to resort to 
mathematics, in this case the standard lift equation of:

  
 

  

which I can re-arrange to:

  
 

  

If we use the standard earth sea-level air density of ρ = 1.2kg/m3, this
gives a lift coefficient of 36. Which is completely unrealistic.

By comparison, a Rogallo winged microlight aeroplane – a tiny single or
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http://angelasaini.blogspot.co.uk/2008/06/apparently-maths-is-useless.html
http://www.experimentalaircraft.info/flight-planning/aircraft-lift-formula.php
http://www.universalweather.com/blog/2014/09/international-standard-atmosphere-how-it-affects-flight-understanding-the-basics/
https://sites.google.com/site/aerodynamics4students/table-of-contents/aircraft-performance-1/lift-and-lifrt-coefficient
http://www.latimes.com/local/obituaries/la-me-francis-rogallo10-2009sep10-story.html


 

two-seater aeroplane comprising a light frame and a small engine
suspended below a hang gliding-style textile wing – would have a lift
coefficient of between 2.2 and 2.7. No doubt evolution has adapted the
dragon's wing to be highly efficient, but I had to make some assumptions
here, so went for a maximum lift coefficient (or CL.max) of 3.5.

Disregarding the possibility of magic, this tells us that the atmosphere of
Westeros must be far more dense than ours. Using the same figures, we
can work out just how dense:

  
 

  

12 kg/m3, or about 10 timesthat Earth normal (we call that 10 bar)
sounds unpleasantly high, but actually isn't that bad. It's about what a
diver would experience at 100 metres depth – perfectly survivable.

There's empirical evidence that supports this. Watching a few episodes
of Game of Thrones you'll notice that pretty much anybody can pick up
a spear or sword and throw it distances that an Olympic javelin thrower
would be deeply envious of. Given that gravity seems to be roughly
similar to ours, this suggests the thrown weapons are generating much
more lift than on Earth – consistent with an atmosphere of higher
density.

There's something in the air
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http://io9.gizmodo.com/technology-isnt-magic-why-clarkes-third-law-always-bug-479194151
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/olympics/diving/5443180/Sara-Campbell-working-under-pressure.html
https://ojs.ub.uni-konstanz.de/cpa/article/viewFile/2340/2206


 

What is the mix of gases in this atmosphere, I wondered? Earth's
atmosphere is 21% oxygen, 78% nitrogen, and 1% various other gases.
We know that 21% oxygen is fine – you and I are breathing it at the
moment – while 30% oxygen concentrations causes just about
everything to become highly flammable (beyond that starts to verge on
explosive). This seems quite likely on Westeros, as anybody going near
the slightest puff of dragon breath seems to catch fire, while it's
noticeable that most of the locals are all paranoid about lighting fires
anywhere except inside a stone castle. Westeros probably has a high-
density air with around 30% oxygen, but no more.

What of the rest? I'm going to hazard an educated guess here that it may
not be nitrogen that we're used to on Earth, but is instead argon – an inert
gas which is the next most common gas on earth after nitrogen. Argon is
42% more dense than nitrogen and would allow a higher-density
atmosphere at a pressure a bit lower than 10 bar.

There are two laws relating to gases that can be used here to work out the
behaviour of the air mix of argon and oxygen: Charles' Law to add the
components up, and Boyle's Law to show what happens when the
pressure increases. Applying these I can show that at about seven
atmosphere's pressure, a 70% argon, 30% oxygen atmosphere has our air
density of 12kg/m3, and so dragons can fly. In simple terms - we can
have a more dense atmosphere if the air is heavier - in this case by
replacing the inert nitrogen we have on earth with the heavier (or more
accurately, denser) argon.

This argon-oxygen (or argox) mix will actually be moderately narcotic
when breathed at high pressures. Perhaps this might in part explain the
regularly irrational and downright aggressive behaviour seen among
many citizens of Westeros.

So a bit of basic physics, aerodynamics, and some working knowledge of
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https://www.boconline.co.uk/en/sheq/gas-safety/gas-risks/oxygen-gas-risks/oxygen-gas-risks.html
http://www.chemicool.com/elements/argon.html
http://www.chemicool.com/elements/argon.html
http://scienceprimer.com/charles-law
http://scienceprimer.com/boyles-law
http://walrussen.nl/sites/default/files/documents/exotic_gases.pdf
http://medicalgasresearch.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/2045-9912-4-3


 

human physiology can tell you a lot about Westeros – where dragons fly,
fire is to be feared, and the people's irrational behaviour is not
necessarily down to what they're drinking, but what they're breathing.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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